Student Dining Committee Notes
4/11/13
2 students were in attendance(reps from Hart and Regents); Director of Dining Paula Amols;
Assistant Manager Joey Woods(Winslow)

Question about why the Winslow floor had been replaced. Paula explained that the old floor was 10
years old and had major maintenance issues, largely in part to not having been properly installed.
Problems with the floor coming up and repeatedly having to be re-glued; presented some safety
issues; whole pieces coming out; and at end of useful life.

Request for a 2nd Panini machine at the deli—sometimes the lines are long as is the wait for a
Panini. It’s hard to really judge how many more would request a Panini since some students might
not even bother because of the wait. Paula said ok to the purchase of a 2nd one.

Torie(Hart) reported that a friend had purchased a veggie box(crudités?) at the library last
Thursday, and that the product was very “nasty” and made her sick. Paula and Joey both
questioned it making anyone sick, since the vegetables aren’t potentially hazardous, and it would
have to have been sitting around for a very long time to get discolored and bad. They both asked
that anyone that might find something like that immediately bring it back, if they hadn’t noticed
anything wrong before purchasing. Paula will also talk to Amy to try and find out how something
like that could have happened, given that product wouldn’t typically be around long enough to get
like that.

Regents rep reported that the students at Regents are really enjoying the monthly dinners at TRoom.

Comment that the baked wings at Wild Wings Wednesday don’t look done on the outside. Joey
explained that they were cooked in the combi-oven and probably hadn’t had the browning function
on so looked very pale. This is easily fixed, and the combi-ovens are fully capable of producing
crispy brown wings.
Next meeting is April 25th.

Minutes submitted by Paula Amols

